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ABSTRACT
Vulnerability disclosure is a widely recognized practice in the soft-
ware industry, but there is a lack of literature detailing the firsthand
experiences of researchers who have gone through the process. This
work aims to bridge that gap by sharing our personal experience
of accidentally discovering a DNS vulnerability and navigating the
vulnerability disclosure process for the first time. We document
our mistakes and highlight the important lessons we learned, such
as the fact that public disclosure can be effective but can also be
more time-consuming and emotionally taxing than anticipated.
Additionally, we discuss the ethical considerations and potential
consequences that may arise during each step of the disclosure
process. Lastly, drawing from our own experiences, we identify and
discuss issues with the current disclosure process and propose rec-
ommendations for its improvement. Our ultimate aim is to provide
valuable insights to fellow researchers who may encounter similar
challenges in the future and contribute to the enhancement of the
overall disclosure process for the benefit of the wider community.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy → Denial-of-service attacks; Vulnera-
bility management; Social aspects of security and privacy; •
Networks → Application layer protocols;

KEYWORDS
Software vulnerability, Coordinated Vulnerability Disclosure, Denial-
of-service attacks

1 INTRODUCTION
A vulnerability is defined as “a flaw or weakness in a system’s
design, implementation, or operation and management that could
be exploited to violate the system’s security policy” [49]. Many
vulnerabilities are caused by software bugs, which are virtually
unlimited in supply [6].

Software vulnerabilities are found relatively often. The Common
Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) system [12] has provided an
index and reference system for publicly known vulnerabilities since
1999. The CVE index has grown a few thousand vulnerabilities per
year to more than 30k since 1999 (Figure 1, covering 1999 through
2022). Even though the CVE lists a subset of all vulnerabilities, it
illustrates the growth in public vulnerabilities.

Software testers, individual (white hat) hackers, and dedicated
companies (for example, HackerOne [24]) often find vulnerabili-
ties [55, 57]. Upon discovering a vulnerability, an individual has
three options: keeping it private, selling it, or disclosing it. Keeping
the vulnerability private or selling it in the vulnerability market will
not fix the issue [3, 5, 31, 43, 48, 53, 56, 57]– the later raises serious
ethical concerns [16], given it can empower attackers elsewhere.
Disclosure is the most effective option for fixing the vulnerability
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Figure 1: Yearly vulnerabilities listed by CVE. Source: [13].

and contributing to the public good, and is in line with the principles
outlined in the ACM and IEEE Codes of Ethics for professional con-
duct [1, 28], as well as in the ethics guidelines for security incident
response teams devised by FIRST [50].

Researchers occasionally encounter software vulnerability in
their research. Below we describe one such vulnerability. To con-
tribute to the public good and have the vulnerability fixed, we
chose to disclose it, but we found the process confusing, poorly
documented, and burdensome.

The vulnerability we found in 2020 was that many DNS resolvers,
including Google Public DNS (GDNS) [21] and Cisco OpenDNS [41],
could be exploited in DNS amplification attacks[37]. These attacks
could potentially cause serious harm if exploited against large op-
erators and country code top-level domains (ccTLDs) , such as the
Netherlands’ .nl and Japan’s .jp . We summarize this vulnerability,
known as TsuNAME, in §2.

We were surprised by the lack of first-hand scientific papers
reporting the disclosure process. Prior work focused on notifying
users of already-solved vulnerabilities who have not yet patched
their systems instance (e.g., [11, 51]). Our focus is on disclosing a
new (zero day) vulnerability to both vendors and operators. Other
studies have examined the side effects of vulnerability disclosure,
such as the impact of software quality [46] and on attack fre-
quency [4], but not on the hands-on experiences. We also found
that there is not even consensus on disclosure terminology: private,
public, responsible, full, and coordinated disclosures are unsettled
terms in both academia and industry. We cover them in §3 and
discuss their subtle differences.

This paper aims to fill the gap in knowledge about the hands-
on experience of disclosing zero-day vulnerabilities. It is based
on our own experience (§4) and our presentation on this topic at
the RIPE83 meeting [35]. We made several mistakes and learned
valuable lessons during this process, which we discuss in detail in §5.
In our experience, the process of disclosing and fixing vulnerabilities
turned out to be more demanding than we expected. In §6, we put
forward two suggestions on how we, as a community, can improve
this process.We hope that these lessonsmay assist other researchers
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Figure 2: TsuNAME attack.

in their own future vulnerability disclosures and help to improve
the disclosure and fixing processes.

2 TSUNAME VULNERABILITY
TsuNAME is a vulnerability in DNS [32] implementations where
parts of DNS infrastructure to loop [37], stressing DNS servers with
excessive load. TsuNAME affects DNS client and DNS resolvers, as
shown in Figure 2. Vulnerable clients and resolvers end up sending
non-stopping queries to authoritative DNS servers (ADNS), which
are a type of DNS server that knows content from a DNS zone from
memory and can answer queries from resolvers [26].

In Figure 2, we observe that clients and resolvers in light red
are the source of loops. They continuously send queries in the
presence of cyclic dependencies. C1-R1 is a non-vulnerable client-
resolver pair and sends few queries to ADNS. Conversely, C2-R2
is vulnerable and a single query from C2 can cause R2 to loop,
resulting in numerous queries. Our findings show that theWindows
2008R2 DNS server is vulnerable in this manner. Lastly, in the C3-R3
pair, it is the client that loops, leading to a large number of queries
being sent to the resolver R3. If R3 does not cache the results, each
client query will generate a new set of queries. The GDNS resolver
was found to be vulnerable in this manner.

Ultimately, ADNS servers can then become overwhelmed and
fail to serve real clients – configuring a denial-of-service (DoS)
attack. While the TsuNAME vulnerability can be found in clients
and or DNS resolvers, it does not weaken them or allow for data
exfiltration: it can be exploited only to overload ADNS servers.

A typical vulnerability, such as Heartbleed [15], which affected
OpenSSL cryptographic software library, requires developers (ven-
dors) to fix the source code and operators to deploy the patches.
Fixing the source code can be done by a single organization or in-
dividual, but patching thousands of servers and clients that use the
vulnerable software can take much more effort and time [11, 51].

TsuNAME, however, is slightly different from these types of vul-
nerabilities. While it affected vendors such as GDNS and OpenDNS,
the attacks could be used against any operators who had no rela-
tionship with these vendors. An attacker could harness the large
capacity of GDNS and OpenDNS to overwhelm their ADNS victims.

When ADNSes fail, all zones under them may become unreach-
able, with potential severe consequences. In 2016, a large DNS
provider (Dyn) suffered a large DDoS attack and became (partially)
overwhelmed. Users reported reachability issues with “Twitter, Net-
flix, Spotify, Airbnb, Reddit, Etsy, SoundCloud and The New York
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Figure 3: Traffic growth observed at .nz ccTLD caused by a
TsuNAME vulnerability. Source: [37].

Times” [42]. One could only wonder the impact of a ccTLD unavail-
ability (e.g., Germany’s .de), preventing citizens from doing online
shopping, banking, and accessing government websites.

2.1 Root Causes
TsuNAME vulnerability caused resolvers to send large amounts of
queries in the presence of cyclic dependencies. A cyclic dependency
consists of misconfigured DNS NS records, which point to each
other. (In DNS, NS records are used to indicate which servers are
authoritative for a given DNS zone [32]).

Consider Listing 1 as an example. It shows a snippet of the .org

DNS zone – which is hosted at the .org ADNS servers. In this
example, if a client (Figure 2) wants to visit cat.org, if first needs
to resolve its NS records, which are ns[1,2].dog.com. So the DNS
resolver must then query the .com ADNS for this information.

1 cat.org NS ns1.dog.com

cat.org NS ns2.dog.com

Listing 1: .org zone sample

dog.com NS ns1.cat.org

2 dog.com NS ns2.cat.org

Listing 2: .com zone sample

Suppose the resolver retrieves the Listing 2 records from the
.com ADNS servers: it says that the ADNS servers for dog.com are
then under cat.org. This setup is cyclic dependent, given it has a
DNS records loop.

When finding such a loop, we discovered that some clients and
resolvers will send non-stop queries to ADNS servers, which may
become overwhelmed: it caused a 50% traffic increase to the .nz

ccTLD authoritative servers (Figure 3). We wondered what an at-
tacker could achieve if a carefully-designed attack was executed.

How we found it: we first came across it by coincidence in a
previous study [36], when comparing the DNS traffic characteristics
to authoritative servers of the Netherlands’ .nl country-code top-
level domain (ccTLD) and New Zealand’s .nz ccTLD. We found
that GDNS – one of the largest public DNS services on the Internet
had distinct traffic characteristics to .nz servers (§4.2.1 in [36])
compared to the .nl servers. The root cause was TsuNAME. We
refer the interested reader to [37] for a detailed discussion.
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3 VULNERABILITY DISCLOSURE FLAVORS
There are various types of vulnerability disclosure and there is
currently no consensus in both academia and industry on their
precise definitions.

Private disclosure is the practice of disclosing a vulnerability
only to the vendor, with the expectation that it will be fixed. This
method was commonly used in the past, but has been shown to
be ineffective as researchers were often ignored by vendors and
in some cases legally threatened [47]. It is important to note that
private disclosure is not limited to a single vendor and can also be
performed within a group, such as a group of trusted workshop
attendees – which we did with TsuNAME (§4).

On the opposite end of the disclosure spectrum, we have full (or
public) disclosure, where all information related to the vulnerability
is made publicly, sometimes even before a patch is available – which
can create potential problems. Full disclosure has been praised as
the only way to bring public scrutiny to vulnerabilities [47] by
removing the veil of secrecy from private disclosures.

Between these two extremes lies what is referred to as “responsi-
ble” or “coordinated vulnerability disclosure” (CVD). In this type of
disclosure, a researcher first notifies a vendor about the vulnerabil-
ity, just as in private disclosure. After a grace period, all information
related to the vulnerability is publicly disclosed. As such, CVD can
be seen as public disclosure with a short embargo – and the public
aspect adds pressure for vendors to fix their software [47]. The
length of the grace period varies; for example, Google Project Zero
stipulates a 90-day embargo before full disclosure [23]. The US
CERT (now CISA), in turn, advocates for 45 days [10], but this is
not a hard limit, and it can be negotiated with the vendor [27]
depending on the vulnerability. (In §6, we delve into the problems
caused by the the absence of a well-defined timeframe).

Evolving terminology: over the last year, the industry has been
shifting from the term “responsible” disclosure to CVD [27, 29,
39, 52]. Responsible implies a moral duty on whoever found the
vulnerability, whereas the real responsibility lies with who created
the vulnerability in the first place: the vendor itself [52].Coordinated
vulnerability disclosure is the preferred term, given that it removes
the onus on the researcher and its moralistic label.

Notifying operators: one thing is to notify the vendor, and the
other is to notify operators who use the vulnerable software that
they must patch their system. While it may be far easier to fix a
software, update all clients that use it may take years (e.g., [11,
51]). As we show in §4, we notified both vendors and operators in
private first – but also in private group sessions, where we disclosed
privately to groups of people in trusted venues.

4 TSUNAME DISCLOSURE
In a typical vulnerability disclosure, a researcher would notify the
vendor, who, in turn, would release a patch fixing it. Clients would
then have to update their local software (if applicable), and their sys-
tems would be fixed after that. This was the case of Heartbleed [15]
and Log4j Shell [25] (which affected Log4j).

TsuNAME, however, is a vulnerability on clients and resolver
software that can be exploited against third parties: ADNS server
operators (§2). As such, we needed to notify the resolver develop-
ers, operators, and ADNS operators who could become victims of

attacks. As we shall see in §5, this took much more effort than we
initially anticipated.

Figure 4 shows the timeline of our disclosure. As can be seen,
we have three phases in this disclosure: Google disclosure, Group
disclosure, and full, public disclosure. We address them next.

4.1 Google Public DNS private disclosure
In our analysis of the New Zealand TsuNAME event, we found that
99% of the queries were originated from GDNS [37]. We took that
into account and decided first to notify the GDNS operators.

Instead of using Google’s bug reporting system [20], we reached
out to GDNS operators we knew personally via e-mail, on 2020-09-
01. Our hope was that direct contact would reduce the time to fix
the bug, compared to the official reporting channel (which turned
out to be incorrect assumption). Our contacts acknowledged the
issue and said they would look into it.

After several months without a resolution from GDNS, we de-
cided to notify Google through their official bug report channel in
the hopes of having the vulnerability fixed. We did this on 2020-11-
26, almost three months after our initial email contact (Figure 4).
This report was then logged as issue #174297111 within Google’s
bug tracking system. We also informed our private contacts at
GDNS of this step.

Choosing only to notify GDNS first: While we may have inad-
vertently been unfair to other vendors at this stage, we prioritized
based on the data we analyzed. We now recognize that this was
a mistake, and that our lack of experience played a role in this
decision. We should have notified all vendors we could reach, re-
gardless of the data we collected. This would have been a more fair
and equitable approach. We expand on the ethical consequences
behind this choice in §5.2.

4.2 Operators and other vendors disclosure
Since the GDNS had not been fixed after our two private notifi-
cations, we felt that it was necessary to disclose the TsuNAME
vulnerability to other vendors and potential third-party victims: the
community of authoritative DNS server operators. We had devel-
oped a tool (CycleHunter) that could detect cyclic dependencies,
and operators could use it to detect errors on their zones and pre-
vent TsuNAME-based attacks. Up until that point, we had not set a
public disclosure date, and it had been only private disclosure.

Contacting operators can be a challenging task, as it can be
difficult to identify the appropriate individuals or organizations to
notify. With so many operators on the Internet, it is not feasible to
contact every ADNS server operator.

To assist operators and other vendors in preventing such attacks,
we sought help from the DNS-OARC [14], a DNS operators com-
munity, and requested to conduct a group disclosure, by disclosing
the vulnerability during an online meeting for DNS-OARC mem-
bers only. We chose this venue because it is popular among DNS
operators and can be trusted, and the operators are contractually
obliged not to disclose the information further. Additionally, the
authors have been long-term members of this community.

We scheduled a presentation for the OARC34 meeting for 2021-
02-05 [18]. Using their bug tracking system, we informed GDNS of
our plans to perform the group disclosure on this date, providing
all the details and tools for the members attending the session.
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Figure 4: TsuNAME disclosure timeline

4.2.1 Google fixes GDNS. A few weeks before our scheduled
group disclosure, our contacts at GDNS reached back to us and
scheduled online meetings to discuss the issue. They had identi-
fied the root cause of the vulnerability: GDNS did not loop in the
presence of cyclic dependencies, but downstream clients that used
GDNS did (as C3–R3 in Figure 5).

Although GDNS did not loop, it did not cache the results of these
queries, as DNS standards do not require it. The fix was to limit
these new queries from GDNS to ADNS servers by caching the
responses on GDNS resolver caches. Google operators deployed
the fix on 2021-02-04 [37].

4.2.2 Group disclosure. The day after GDNS had been fixed,
we disclosed the TsuNAME vulnerability to the OARC34 members.
Following that, we decided to disclose it to more operator venues.
We then disclosed it to events such as the APTLD, the Netherlands
National Cybersecurity Center (NCSC-NL), the CENTR meeting,
and LACTLD. Our goal was to increase operator awareness and
assist them in preventing such attacks.

In the process, OpenDNS fixed their software on 2021-04-21
(they learned only on 2021-02-05 during the OARC 34 presentation).
After that, most resolver developers and many authoritative server
operators were aware of TsuNAME.

4.3 Public Disclosure
The final step in our disclosure process was public disclosure. We
chose to make this disclosure on 2021-05-06, at the OARC35 meet-
ing [19], which was roughly three months after our initial group
disclosure at OARC34 and eight months after our initial report
to Google. We created a website (https://tsuname.io) to provide
technical reports and tools for operators to better understand and
mitigate the vulnerability.

By the time of public disclosure, 248 days after our initial con-
tact with Google, both GDNS and OpenDNS had been fixed. Addi-
tionally, other resolver vendors had released reports with regards
TsuNAME and their software , including BIND [7], Unbound [40],
and PowerDNS [44].

5 LESSONS LEARNED
None of the authors had previous experience with zero-day vulner-
ability disclosure. This lack of experience took a toll on the process,
which we learned from and share next the most important lessons.

5.1 Public Disclosure Improves Security for
Everyone

Upon discovering TsuNAME, we initially questioned the potential
severity of its impact. It had already caused a 50% increase in total
traffic on the .nz ccTLD. Its ease of weaponization raised concerns

about the potential for large-scale disruption of top-level domains.
The potential damage caused by disrupting a ccTLD was a source
of concern (as discussed in §2 of [37]).

Given the potential impact of this vulnerability, we wondered
why there had been no prior public reports of it. Was it because
attackers had not yet discovered it, or were there other, more acces-
sible and effective methods available? We faced an ethical dilemma:
whether or not to disclose the vulnerability. Despite the risk of
being perceived as alarmist, we ultimately decided to proceed with
group and public disclosure, as outlined in §4.

Looking back now, it was the right choice. As we have seen in
the vendor reports and fixes provided by GDNS and OpenDNS, it
managed to fix the most vulnerable systems, and other vendors
evaluated their own software for it. Thus, we recommend that the
researchers perform vulnerability disclosure.

We learned in this case that private disclosure did not work as we
anticipated (§4.1). We had later to use the official bug notification
channel and set a public disclosure date, which may have helped to
motivate GDNS to fix it.

5.2 Disclosure choices have ethical implications
When disclosing a vulnerability, a researcher may have the best
intentions, but must be aware that choices must be made and each
decision may have consequences for others.

No technology is value-neutral; the field of value-sensitive de-
sign (VSD) [17, 38] in Ethics help engineers to understand that their
design choices have ethical, social, and cultural values implications
for others. Disclosing a vulnerability has ethical implications that
go beyond the technical aspects. A researcher may encounter multi-
ple ethical dilemmas and choices during the disclosure process, and
each decision should be carefully weighed considering the public
interest and available resources (e.g., time). We discuss some of
these choices we made.

We believe that wemade the right choice in disclosing TsuNAME.
The vendors were able to fix the vulnerability, preventing it from
being used in amplification attacks. Moreover, the choice made by
ccTLD operators who discovered TsuNAME before us had conse-
quences, as seen in the .nz event (as shown in Figure 3). While we
do not intend to judge them (vulnerability disclosure is not their
primary responsibility and the vulnerability was caused by other
vendors, not the operators), it is important to recognize that their
choice had unforeseen consequences for others.

In retrospect, we realize that we made an error in our choice of
only notifying GDNS initially (§4.1). We now see that we should
have treated all DNS resolver vendors equally and notified them
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simultaneously. Our wrong choice resulted in a delay in the mitiga-
tion of the vulnerability.

Another right choice we made was to not fully disclose the vul-
nerability without first notifying vulnerable vendors. This decision
came naturally to us, as we understood the potential consequences
of releasing all the details publicly. Doing so would have made it
easy for attackers to weaponize the vulnerability, causing signifi-
cant problems for potentially multiple companies, including GDNS.
This almost occurred in another vulnerability disclosure, where an
operator was given only a two-day notice before full disclosure [9]
and did not receive the vulnerability details.

In summary, we urge researchers to consider the ethical dilem-
mas and implications of their decisions carefully. One way to nav-
igate these dilemmas is to consult with their institution’s Ethics
boards, as the consequences of these decisions are not always imme-
diately clear – a recent work provides guidelines for ethics boards
on how to address CVDs [45]. By taking this approach, researchers
can help ensure that their work serves the public interest and mini-
mizes any negative impact on others.

5.3 Ask for help to reduce the burden
Disclosing TsuNAME required more time and energy than we ini-
tially expected. In addition to preparing presentations, we also
created guides for operators and developers outlining the steps
needed to reproduce TsuNAME.

In retrospect, we may have gone beyond what was necessary. It
may have been sufficient to notify GDNS and other vendors and
publicly disclose TsuNAME after a grace period. As we discussed
in §5.2, our goal was to minimize the potential impact of TsuNAME
attacks by notifying as many operators and vendors as possible.
Being a part of these communities did aid in this process.

We conducted presentations at multiple venues (§4), in four
different languages (Dutch, English, Portuguese, and Spanish), and
presented virtually due to the COVID-19 pandemic from three
continents. Despite not being able to reach every operator, we
made efforts to reach regional forums where many operators were
present.

Many operators and developers may be discouraged from dis-
closing vulnerabilities when it is not part of their daily duties as
they may not have the time and energy to do so. In fact, after our
presentations, two ccTLD operators reached out to us privately,
reporting that they had experienced TsuNAME events before (§5.4).
Additionally, many researchers may not wish to endure the atten-
tion and exposure that comes with public disclosure (§5.5), which
can be overwhelming.

To manage the communication process, a researcher may seek
help from a vulnerability disclosure coordinator. This coordinator
can handle the responsibility of contacting vendors, relieving the re-
searcher of this burden and the associated exposure. Organizations
such as CISA, for example, offer assistance with this task [2].

5.4 You do not have the complete picture
During the Q&A session at the group disclosure at OARC34, two
ccTLDs operators confirmed that they had previously experienced
TsuNAME events fromGDNS. The first operator, a European ccTLD,
kindly shared their traffic statistics of their TsuNAME event. In
contrast to the .nz incident, which saw a 50% increase in traffic, this

Figure 5: TsuNAME event at an EU-based ccTLD operator.

operator experienced a ten-fold increase. In Figure 5, we can observe
the operator’s aggregate traffic, with each color representing the
traffic to each authoritative server they operate. We can see a sharp
increase in traffic beginning at 19:00 UTC and reaching a peak of
10 times their normal traffic, before drastically reducing after 11:00
UTC the following day when they manually removed the cyclic
dependency from their zone.

A second ccTLD operator in the Americas contacted us via email
after the presentation and shared that they had been affected by
similar events multiple times. They had also carried out private dis-
closure to their contacts at Google, but the issue persisted for years,
causing frustration. Although we cannot verify their claims, this
further illustrates that private disclosure may not be effective [47].

From their experiences, it is clear that TsuNAME was previ-
ously known, yet there was no public disclosure. Disclosing this
vulnerability provided vendors with the necessary incentives to fix
it. Therefore, we encourage researchers to disclose vulnerabilities,
placing the public interest at the forefront and ultimately leading
to a safer Internet for all.

5.5 Prepare for (stressful) reactions
Vulnerability disclosures are likely to garner significant attention.
In our case, we received both positive and negative reactions.

Most positive reactions came from the vendors themselves (Google,
Cisco OpenDNS) and the resolver developers (BIND, Unbound, Pow-
erDNS). Although they were a small subset of folks we notified,
they are the ones in the position to fix vulnerable software. For
example, one GDNS operator thanked us for the “heads-up and not
posting it online first”.

We have also received negative responses: one operator accused
us of fear-mongering and exaggeration. As we have discussed in
§5.1, it was difficult to estimate the full impact of TsuNAME in the
real world. However, after conducting our research and seeing the
results, such as a 1000% traffic growth in the wild as shown in Fig-
ure 5, we deemed it necessary to publicly disclose the vulnerability
in order to protect the public interest.

Another operator stated the problem has already been known:
(“it’s a shame that cycle prevention was not in the early DNS RFCs.
Oh wait, it was” [8]). While it is true that previous RFCs had ad-
dressed the issue of cyclic dependencies [30, 32, 33], they did not
fully cover it, which is why the vulnerability was still present. We
took this feedback into consideration and used it to write an IETF
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draft on on how to make sure resolvers cache negative cyclic de-
pendencies in DNS [34].

When disclosing a vulnerability, it is important to be prepared
for the potential exposure and vulnerability that comes with it.
Feedback or criticism can escalate quickly on social media plat-
forms, such as Twitter, and it can easily be amplified. It is important
to be prepared for this and to understand that not all feedback will
be presented in a constructive manner. Additionally, it is impor-
tant to recognize that the process of vulnerability disclosure can
be emotionally taxing, and researchers may not always have the
capacity or desire to handle it.

We understand that not all researchers may be comfortable with
the attention and potential stress that can come with publicly dis-
closing a vulnerability. To avoid this, researchers may choose to
disclose the vulnerability anonymously by using new e-mail ac-
counts, aliases, and anonymizing tools. Alternatively, researchers
can seek assistance from a vulnerability disclosure coordinator, as
discussed in §5.3.

We also observed that not all parties were pleased with the dis-
closure process, however, this should not be the primary objective
of disclosing vulnerabilities. The ultimate goal should be to rectify
and secure vulnerable systems for the benefit of all users. Through
the collaboration of all parties involved, we were ultimately able to
achieve this goal.

6 IMPROVING THE DISCLOSURE PROCESS
We make two recommendations to improvement the process for
disclosure when addressing vulnerabilities.

Clarifying vendor roles and timeframes: while existing documents
primarily focus on the disclosure itself, there is limited discussion
of expectations from vendors. After a vulnerability is disclosed to
the vendor, it becomes their responsibility to determine when and
how it will be addressed. However, what happens if the vendor
refuses to fix the issue or indefinitely delays its resolution? In
our case with Google, it took over 60 days for them to address the
problem after we utilized their official notification system. Although
Google’s bug tracking system provided us with updates at every
stage, the timeline for bug resolution remained unclear. Although
they assigned priority level for TsuNAMEwas P2, with P0 being the
most severe [22], this classification does not specify timeframes for
issue resolution. Their statement is only an imprecise “[P2 issues]
need to be addressed on a reasonable timescale” [22].

We were deeply concerned about the potential for other opera-
tors to become targets of DDoS victims while we were waiting for
a fix, potentially making us complicit if if such attacks occurred.
We encourage a clearer timeframe for resolution in vendor issue
handling, in part to bound the risks (and stress) of the bug leaking or
being discovered in parallel during an otherwise indefinite window.

Updating and endorsing CVD guidelines: The community would
benefit from well-defined, succinct guidelines for vulnerability dis-
closure. These guidelines should protect the individuals who report
the vulnerabilities and address the ethical considerations involved
at each stage. Furthermore, they should define expected behaviors
and timeframes for vendors. Presently, the absence of regularly up-
dated, succinct, and widely endorsed documents leads to confusion,
as we have personally encountered.

7 RELATEDWORK
While we did not find research works detailing first-hand zero-day
vulnerability disclosures, we found other works related to ours.

Unpatched systems notifications: after a vulnerability is disclosed
and software patches are released, systems must be updated. In
the case of Heartbleed, that meant updating thousands of servers
worldwide. There have been previous studies of such notifications.
For example, a previous study carried out notifications to 24k do-
main names affected by two types of web vulnerabilities [51]. They
evaluated the efficacy of notification methods (e-mail, phone calls,
and social media). Another work evaluated the efficacy of notifying
ISP clients of Mirai-botnet malware [11]. In both cases, the focus
was on the notification of users/clients and not zero-day disclosure
to vendors and operators.

CVD impact: side-effects of CVD have also been evaluated. One
study addressed whether software quality improved after CVD [46],
while another investigated if attack frequency changed [4]. Ours
deals with a notification of a single vulnerability, and with the
hands-on experience of disclosure and not its aftermath beyond the
expected patches.

CVD industry guidelines: the industry has guidelines on how to
carry out CVD. The most comprehensive we found is provided by
the CISA [27], which we recommend for any organization/indi-
viduals carrying out CVD. A more succinct version is provided by
NCSC-NL [39]. They are both designed to help in the process of
disclosure. We were unaware of such guides when we disclosed
TsuNAME. A recent study (thus not available at our disclosure time)
has put forth guidelines for vulnerability disclosure for researchers,
their institutions, and ethical boards [45], and it has been adopted
as their university-wide CVD policy [54].

Terminology: the industry and academia have been moving away
from “responsible” disclosure to CVD – as shown by both Microsoft
[52] and ISO standards [29]. CVD is a more neutral term. When we
disclosed TsuNAME,we disclosed it under “responsible” disclosure,
given that we were not aware of CVD at the time.

8 CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that vulnerability disclosure pays off: fixed software
protects people elsewhere. However, the road to disclosure is not
easy. We have shown our own mistakes and our ethical choices,
and the disclosure can be more intense and burdensome than a
researcher may expect.

We hope that our experience helps researchers navigate the
disclosure process in the future. Moreover, we believe it is essential
for the community to establish well-defined and widely accepted
guidelines that ensure the protection of individuals who disclose
vulnerabilities. These guidelines should also outline the specific
responsibilities and timeframes for vendors to address and resolve
vulnerabilities. By establishing such guidelines, we can collectively
work towards enhancing software security for the benefit of all
users.
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